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Abstract
The most common sensor arrangement of 360 panoramic

video cameras is a radial design where a number of sensors are
outward looking as in spokes on a wheel. The cameras are typ-
ically spaced at approximately human interocular distance with
high overlap. We present a novel method of leveraging small
form-factor camera units arranged in stereo pairs and interleaved
to achieve a fully panoramic view with fully parallel sensor pairs.
This arrangement requires less keystone correction to get depth
information and the discontinuity between images that have to be
stitched together is smaller than in the radial design. The primary
benefit for this arrangement is the small form factor of the system
with the large number of sensors enabling a high resolving power.
We highlight mechanical considerations, system performance and
software capabilities of these manufactured and tested imaging
units. One is based on the Raspberry Pi cameras and a second
based on a 16 camera system leveraging 8 pairs of 13 megapixel
AR1335 cell phone sensors. In addition several different varia-
tions on the conceptual design were simulated with synthetic pro-
jections to compare stitching difficulty of the rendered scenes.

Introduction
Panoramic images and videos give users the benefit of an in-

creased field of view at equal spatial resolution than single view
cameras [5]. The field of Panoramic Computer Vision has had an
abundance of monocular panoramic research demonstrating the
feasibility of merging neighbouring images and image sequences
into single, stitched panoramas [6]. Application domains like
Virtual Reality, Cinematography and Autonomous Robotics have
fostered the need to develop stereoscopic systems, capable of cap-
turing, stitching and rendering stereoscopic panoramic views. In-
dustrial camera systems such as the ones by Facebook [13] and
Google Jump [2] have proposed the solution in the form of a high-
overlap spoked designs, where individual camera focal points are
roughly at inter-ocular distance. All re-projection occurs in soft-
ware, where the left and right viewpoints are synthesized [14].
This inherently introduces induces two problems: a loss of res-
olution due to stereo keystoning of non-parallel cameras; and
a large physical camera layout to maintain the disparity for the
stereo re-projection [14]. We propose an alternative design, based
on the patented parallel interleaved camera design [17][3], where
pairs of camera are radially iterated to address these limitations
of spoked camera designs. Interleaving the cameras additionally
provides the benefit that the panels that need to be stitched to-
gether is one half the inner ocular distance while in the spoked

design, the panels that need to be stitched together have a dispar-
ity equal to the inner ocular distance.

This paper addresses the qualitative comparison between ra-
dial and parallel interleaved camera layouts for stereo-panoramic
cameras, as illustrated in Figure 1. We evaluate the stitching
comparison between both design approaches for synthetic data,
and evaluate results for two iterations of a physical camera lay-
out with the parallel interleave design. We illustrate the system
and results of the novel StarCAM parallel interleave design that
achieves 20/20 acuity when driven at the full resolution.

Motivation
A predominant demand for high-resolution stereoscopic,

panoramic video is Virtual Reality. Many head-mounted displays
lack the native resolving power of human vision, and with it, user-
content lacks these resolutions too [4]. Immersive CAVE systems
[7] have pioneered visualization into high-resolution scenes and
have gotten to the point of exceeding human resolving power,
driving the need for high resolution stereo-panoramic data. This
work has been largely driven in parallel to the CAVE development
such that high resolution stereo-panoramic video data can be used
within them.

Figure 1: Design comparison between parallel interleave and ra-
dial/spoke camera layout

Stereo Panoramic Video
Panoramic images have horizontally elongated fields of view

which are created through either mosaicing of smaller field-of-
view (FOV) images [18], sweeping of line-sensors [10] or high-
optical distortion lens systems which allow a full or partial view-
ing circle to be captured [12]. The major difference in system
manifesting themselves in system size, frame capture-rate and an-
gular resolving power. Sweeping line-sensors lack the ability to
achieve video frame-rates of 30 Hz and single sensor, high FOV
systems do not achieve the desired resolution, as such we will ad-
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Figure 2: Stitched panoramic StarCAM video frame showing a synthetic scene at 2m (top) and 3m (bottom) distance to a walking
character

dress the mosaicing approach of multiple individual images cap-
tured about a central pivot point to achieve panoramic vision.

To achieve stereoscopic scene captures, the viewpoint must
be captured with focal points of cameras that have a certain dis-
parity to achieve parallax. Few attempts of monoscopic reprojec-
tions into stereocopic scenes have shown feasibility [11], but cer-
tain scene occlusions do require original capture to be correctly
synthesized [9]. Stereoscopic panorama images have been suc-
cessfully generated using a stereo camera pivoted around the cen-
ter of the baseline as shown in [16], which works well for stills
but cannot scale to video frame-rates. To achieve this desired
video rate scene capture, a camera array must be used to capture
multiple viewpoints simultaneously in a synchronized fashion [3].
The predominant stereo panoramic cameras use a radial spoke de-
sign with high-overlap to achieve horizontal disparity and hence
stereoscopic scene capture [14]. Figure 3 illustrates the stereo ray
casting for a set of spoked cameras, applicable also to the inter-
leaved design, based on the original work of Peleg et al. [14]. This
was further expanded by Richardt et al. [15] for high resolution
panoramas where continuities are preserved between individual
panoramas (reduced seam-lines) and stereo pairs (pleasant stereo
for viewer).

Figure 3: Stereo panoramic viewpoint projection

The stereoscopic video scenes from cameras with a disparity
introduce a set of inherent stitching difficulties due to the parallax.
For monoscopic panoramas, the viewpoint is optimally rotated
about the focal point, whereas with stereo pairs, the rotation point

is about the baseline center. For stereo-panoramic video multi-
ple cameras must be used so it is not possible to rotate the cam-
eras about their focal points or baseline center, forcing a rotation
about a point behind the center of the baseline (Figure 1). This
induces a non-optimality for individual left and right panorama
stitching because of the parallax. As we will discuss in [section
stitching software], the combined disparity and layout of video
stereoscopic panoramic cameras creates the following stitching
difficulties:

• Consistency of features in the individual monoscopic
panoramas (2D stitching errors).

• Coherence between stereo panorama pairs (correct stereo vi-
sion).

• Consistency of stitches in the time-domain for the panora-
mas (video correctness).

Synthetic Design Evaluation
We propose two designs of a panoramic video array which

leverages small form factor cell-phone cameras: one as a spoked
array and the other as a parallel interleaved one. For purposes of
simplicity we will label these SpokeCAM and StarCAM respec-
tively. Both have equivalent stereo baselines, however the layout
creates significantly different overall array sizes. For comparison,
we propose both of these arrays in synthetic form- a CAD driven
layout which was re-created in Unity to generate sample data in a
virtual, moving world. The system parameters mimic the AR1330
sensor cellphone modules in the Econsystems CU130 [1] cam-
eras such as to accurately replicate the StarCAM physical camera
in section [section camera]. We adopt one minor modification in
the design which is to increase the vertical FOV of the synthetic
camera such as the aspect ratio is square. This measure was to im-
prove visual stitching evaluation in the CAVE systems, and does
not in anyway affect the quantitative and qualitative comparisons
we evaluate.

For each test sequence, we rendered 300 frames to simulate

Array Camera Number Stereo Baseline (mm) Array Diameter (mm) Field-of-View (deg) Camera Spec
SpokeCAM 16 75 385 360 x 60 AR1330, 1920 x 1080
StarCAM 16 75 160 360 x 60 AR1330, 1920 x 1080

Table 1: SpokeCAM and StarCAM array specifications
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Figure 4: SpokeCAM: side-view (a), top-view (b). StarCAM:
side-view (c), top-view (d).

a 10 second, 30FPS capture. We use two scenes for each camera
which differ only in the distance at which a walking man walks
around the camera- 2 and 3 meters respectively. The scenes con-
sist of an outdoor set with static buildings, bushes and diverse
objects, all of which are at distances greater than the walking
man. The evaluation of both camera arrays are based on these
synthetic viewpoints, which are stitched in panoramic videos with
each frame being a panorama as in Figure 2.

Stitching Algorithm
Panoramic image and video stitching is commonly ap-

proached in two methods: 1) feature based alignment of frames
with best-fit warping and blending, and 2) scene estimation and
full re-projection with blending. We selected the first of the two
as a means to evaluate the performance of these two systems.

A set of features are extracted from each frame and matched
to the neighbouring images and to the frames before and after
the concerned frame using the common feature based stereo algo-
rithm [20]. This guarantees both spatial and temporal consistency
of the features. We describe all features consistent across multiple
frames as Commonly Identified Features (CIF), which will serve
as the sparse backbone to the analysis. Using a depth-constraint,
we are then able to track these features with the Kanade-Lucas-
Tomasi feature tracker to ensure that areas closer (showing more
motion between frames) require more feature updates than the
static background. Following the feature tracking, we use a depth
aware image alignment method that uses the RANSAC-based ho-

mography estimation to align image areas and blend them to-
gether. This stitching method is based on works [21][20].

CIF Error Analysis
To evaluate the stitching quality of frames from both arrays,

we use a monoscopic and binocular stitching quality error metric.
This serves to evaluate the feature consistency across overlapping
frames and stereo pairs. A CIF is observed in four neighbouring
images (two interleaved camera pairs). We will use P1,P3 for the
left and right cameras of the first pair and similarly, P2,P4 for the
second pair. We define a feature correspondence of these features
into the stitched panorama such as to produce a projected feature
set {P′1,P′2,P′3,P′4}. We define the error of corresponding features
in just the left frames and panoramas, followed by those in the
right frames as described in Equations 1 and 2.
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A horizontal pixel disparity from the CIF can be defined
from both the original left and right images d1,d2, which cor-
responds to a pixel disparity across the left and right stitched
panoramas. We expect the horizontal pixel disparities to be
identical in the original and stitched panoramas, however, dis-
agreements between these values serve as an error metric to eval-
uate the stitchability of these features as is defined in Equations
3 and 4. This can similarly be applied to the vertical disparity
(Equations 5 and 6), which we expect to be zero for both cam-
era arrays. We perform a normalized error measurement across
all overlapping camera pairs, and across all frames over time to
evaluate this disparity agreement.
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The monocular CIF error for both the StarCAM and SpokeCAM
with the walking man at 2m and 3m is shown in Figure 5. For the
binocular pixel disparity error, the results are shown in Figure 6.
Due to the low mean error values, the high standard deviation, and
similarity in between the two array erros, we decided to proceed
with a T-Test to conclude the statistical significance of these Table
2.

T-test Left Monocular Error- 2m Right Monocular Error- 2m Left Monocular Error- 3m Right Monocular Error- 3m
SE 2.0986 2.0432 0.026 0.0266
DF 6682 6682 6842 6842

T-score 44.9349 12.7852 48.238 13.2113
P-value 0<0.05 2.6844e-37<0.05 0<0.05 1.1429e-39<0.05

Conclusion StarCam mean error is smaller StarCam mean error is smaller StarCam mean error is smaller StarCam mean error is smaller
Table 2: T-Test results for monoscopic CIF error comparison of SpokeCAM and StarCAM
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Figure 5: Monocular CIF error

Figure 6: Binocular CIF error

Visual Stitching Evaluation
While the error measurements outlined in the previous sec-

tion provide a quantitative evaluation of the stitching performance
comparison, they do not capture visible stitching seams, which in
the case of panoramic image stitching provide the greatest notice-
able issue to the viewer [19]. We also completed a visual inspec-
tion of the 2M and 3M cases (100 frames each) and focused on the
regions where the walking man crosses two sets of scenes: region
A and B respectively. For all these stitched frames, we visually
inspected to identify any stitching errors and classified each frame
as good or bad. The results are shown in Table 3. Combining both
region statistics, StarCAM achieves a good to bad frame ratio of
94% while SpokeCAM only achieves 73% for the 2M case and
100% and 75% respectively for the 3M case. We can conclude
that the StarCAM design has less visibly apparent stitching issues
compared to the SpokeCAM in this test.

Region StarCAM SpokeCAM
Good Bad Good Bad

A (47 frames) 2m 47 0 35 12
B (37 frames) 32 5 26 11
A (18 frames) 3m 18 0 3 15
B (63 frames) 63 0 58 5

Table 3: Overlap seam visual inspection for 2M StarCAM and
SpokeCAM tests

Synthetic sArray Performance Discussion
We have proposed both a quantitative and qualitative evalu-

ation for the stitching quality of synthetic image sets for the two

camera arrays. The CIF based comparison showed minimal aver-
age errors around 1-2 pixels, with the StarCAM demonstrating a
lower error. Due to the high standard deviation and similarity in
the SpokeCAM we used a T-Test (Table 2) to validate the result
comparison. With a negligibly small P-Value in both left and right
stitches, we accept the hypothesis that the StarCAM demonstrates
a lower error than the SpokeCAM with a statistical significance
greater than the 95th percentile. It is however to be noted that
due to the small error values, it is inconclusive whether these re-
sults reflect visible stitching anomalies and appropriately justify
the advantageous layout of the StarCAM. The visual evaluation
of the stitches confirm better performance with the StarCAM than
with the SpokeCAM, confirming the findings from the CIF er-
rors. These assumptions hold for the stitching method described
in Section , but may difer in other methods.

Parallel Interleaved Camera Development
The synthetic array design motivated a real-world imple-

mentation of the parallel interleaved camera design. The major
requirement being the small form factor of the cameras which
would allow tight packaging into the parallel interleaved design.
This section addresses the design choices and system integration
of two such camera systems.

Figure 7: Camlot camera prototype with RPI boars

Figure 8: Camlot stitching sample from 3 stereo pairs

Camlot Prototype
A preliminary design leveraged 8 Raspberry Pi Cameras

paired with a raspberry Pi each, Figure 7. This was a partial
panoramic ring which used 4 parallel, stereo pairs. The cam-
eras were able to capture 1080p frames at 30 fps, yet lacked the
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Figure 9: (a) StarCAM on cart with calibration target, (b) StarCAM capture infrastructure, (c) StarCAM capture computer

ability for the separate cameras to be synchronized. The rolling
shutter sensors would exhibit a substantial time-delay between the
cameras when the frames were triggered which would make the
system unfeasible to use in moving, dynamic scenes. We suc-
cessfully produced static stereo panoramas, such as that in Figure
8.

StarCAM Camera
Availability of cell phone cameras fostered the integration

of these in devices other than cellphones. The Econsystems 130
[1] camera adapts the MIPI-CSI sensor to USB3.0, a widely us-
esd interface which allows for camera control over DirectShow
or Video4Linux APIs. Furthermore, these cameras feature a Ex-
ternal Synchronization ability, where the pixel row readout is
synchronized between the camera, allowing for the best possible
rolling shutter synchronization. The sensor size is 13 Megapixels
(limited at 12FPS), but the camera allows for faster frame-rates
at 4K resolution (30FPS) and 1080p resolution (60FPS). Due to
capture stability issues at higher datarates, we drive the cameras
at 1080p, 30 FPS.

The StarCAM array (Figure 9) uses 8 parallel camera pairs
(16 cameras total) to complete a full horizontal view circle. The
horizontal baseline of the pairs is chosen at 75mm to optimize
overall layout, and to resemble human Inter-Ocular Distance
(IOD). Due to a narrow vertical FOV of the camera modules, we
are limited to 30 degree vertical FOV in the panoramas. Future
designs may leverage multiple stereo rings to increase this FOV.

Due to the data-rate requirements of these USB 3.0 cameras,
we used a dedicated USB 3.0 Host Controller per camera, for
the option of maximizing the data-rate that the camera can pro-
vide. We were able to pair multiple cameras per host-controller
for lower-resolution and frame-rate captures. Figure 9 shows the
assembled StarCAM array with it’s capture computer. The cus-
tom recording software which was developed interfaced with all
cameras over the DirectShow API, and synchronized the capture
settings (exposure, focus, gain, white balance and external trig-
ger) across all cameras. All frames are received into a frame

buffer and flushed to disk, while also being downsampled for a
live capture preview. No real-time stitching is being performed
on the computer in its current iteration.

The StarCAM array requires a calibration to correct for op-
tical and physical system misalignments. We use a 2x3 foot
checkerboard that is radially rotated about the camera while
frames are being saved. Emphasis is provided on acquiring many
frames while the checkerboard is in the overlapping region. A
Matlab camera solver is used to derive intrinsic and extrinsic pa-
rameters for the array cameras. All scene capture frames are rec-
tified from these parameters before the stitching method is ap-
plied. All stitching of the real-world data follows the same stitch-
ing pipeline that is described in Section . For evaluation purposes
we completed three types of acquisition tests:

1. Stationary camera array with people walking around it.
2. Rotating camera array with people walking around it.
3. Moving camera on top of a car.

Physical StarCAM Stitching Results
The stitches completed from the physical StarCAM data re-

sulted in stereo video clips of varying length. Due to the high res-
olution of the output videos, we used CAVE systems to visually
evaluate these as alternative methods did not allow for one-to-one
resolution viewing. A sample frame from the stitched StarCAM
video data which was evaluated is shown in Figure 10.

Two of the authors along with undergraduate research assis-
tants evaluated several test sequences of StarCAM panoramas in
the CAVE2 [8] at the Electronic Visualization Laboratory, Uni-
versity at Illinois-Chicago. The first impression was the pleasant
sharpness of the image in comparison to lower resolution 4K and
6K panoramas from commercial panoramic cameras. These lower
resolution cameras look very soft in the CAVE2 which has 20/20
acuity. In addition the motion from StarCAM data was smooth,
the stereo viewing was very comfortable and it took several re-
peated viewings before people began to see some of the stitching
issues. The group also viewed the eye charts that were embed-
ded in the scene and reported 20/40 acuity. Across the video sets,
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Figure 10: Outdoor monoscopic panorama from left 8 cameras of StarCAM

multiple viewers at the University of California San Diego arrived
at a general consensus that the stereo viewing was pleasant, with
the resolution being uniform around the FOV of the output. All
scenes were subject to stitching artifacts when moving objects
crossed camera pair seams, with the biggest errors manifesting
themselves with close objects. The visual acuity of the system
was confirmed with an eye target at 20/40 during the 1080p per
camera output, and at 20/20 for a still frame with 4K resolution
per camera. Synchronization of the cameras was confirmed with
a flash triggered at the beginning and end of the sequences. Frame
counts showed that frame drops are sparse but existent over multi-
minute captures. Greater stability was observed when the cameras
within StarCAM were driven at 1080p per camera at 30 FPS com-
pared to when they were driven at 4K resolution.

Conclusion and Future Works
This paper has introduced the concept of a parallel in-

terleaved arrangement of sensors to create a compact stereo-
panoramic video camera. We have compared a synthetically gen-
erated dataset from both the StarCAM design, as well as its ra-
dial equivalent, SpokeCAM. Through the use of CIF error mea-
surements, we were able to conclude that the StarCAM allows
for smaller errors in both 2m and 3m walking man cases. Fur-
thermore, visual inspections confirmed the advantageous stitching
with the StarCAM layout for the given stitching approach pro-
posed. While our analysis has supported the parallel interleaved
design over the spoked radial design, we recognize that this is
largely subject to the stitching algorithm used and that many com-
mercial radial arrays have produced excellent results. A physical
implementation of the StarCAM design was created to evaluate
the design in real world scene captures. Stitching results, while
prawn to anomalies, demonstrated a pleasure viewing experience
when evaluated by domain field experts.

Future improvements to the system include improving the
stability at the full camera video resolution- 4K, 30FPS for record-
ing which is at this point still unstable. Additionally, development
of the stitching method that leverages better scene estimation is
required to evaluate the stitching quality. In scene estimation, we
require 3D depth perception as a common metric to evaluate per-
formance which can be applied to this system in future works. A
large requirement is hardware accelerating such estimation, which
would likely be done on FPGAs or GPUs. We hope to further the
development of the StarCAM system to accommodate larger ver-
tical FOVs and stereo baselines, which requires an increase of
camera numbers and array size.
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